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ABSTRACT

Hydrogen sensors are a prerequisite for the implementation of a hydrogen economy due to the high flammability of hydrogen-air mixtures. They are to comply with the increasingly stringent requirements set by stakeholders, such as the automotive industry and manufacturers of hydrogen safety systems, where sensor deactivation is a severe but widely unaddressed problem. In response, we report intrinsically deactivation-resistant nanoplasmonic hydrogen sensors enabled by a rationally-designed ternary PdAuCu alloy nanomaterial, which combines the identified best intrinsic attributes of the constituent binary Pd alloys. This way we achieve extraordinary hydrogen sensing metrics in synthetic air and poisoning gas background, simulating real application conditions. Specifically, we find a detection limit in the low ppm range, hysteresis-free response over 5 orders of magnitude hydrogen concentration, sub-second response time at room temperature, long-term stability and, as the key, excellent resistance to deactivating species like carbon monoxide, notably without application of any protective coatings. This constitutes an important step forward for optical hydrogen sensor technology, as it enables application under demanding conditions and provides a blueprint for further material and performance optimization by combining and concerting intrinsic material assets in multicomponent nanoparticles. In a wider context, our findings highlight the potential of rational materials design through alloying of multiple elements for gas sensor development, as well as the potential of engineered metal alloy nanoparticles in nanoplasmonics and catalysis.
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The hydrogen economy scenario\(^1\) proposes the use of hydrogen gas as the next-generation energy carrier due to its high gravimetric energy density.\(^2\) Furthermore, hydrogen only produces water as a byproduct during combustion or the electrochemical recombination with oxygen in a fuel cell. However, the widespread use of hydrogen fuel is complicated by its wide flammability range in air (4–75 vol.\%) and by its low ignition energy (0.02 mJ), which impose a significant safety risk. Hence, any appliance or vehicle fueled by hydrogen, as well as the necessary distribution infrastructure, must be equipped with hydrogen sensors. Moreover, hydrogen sensors also find application in other sectors, such as industrial process monitoring and health diagnostics.\(^3–6\) Among a variety of hydrogen sensors already available either at the R&D stage or commercially,\(^3,7–9\) optical hydrogen sensors are particularly attractive since they pose little risk of spark generation due to remote readout capabilities by means of light. Within this field, nanoplasmonic hydrogen sensors utilizing the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) in hydride-forming metal nanoparticles as signal transducer are rapidly developing.\(^10–19\) They are intrinsically highly hydrogen selective since the hydrogen detection signal stems from the transition from the metallic to the metal hydride state \textit{via} absorption of hydrogen into interstitial sites of the metal host.\(^10\) Furthermore, their optical fingerprint is spectrally tunable,\(^11,16,20–22\) they exhibit high sensitivities,\(^11,12,19,23\) can be miniaturized down to the single nanoparticle level,\(^13,24–26\) and are characterized by fast response due to the high surface-to-volume ratio of the active sensing entities.\(^11,14,19,27\)

Driven by these unique prospects, numerous sensing nanoarchitectures have already been developed, but pure palladium (Pd) remains the primarily chosen material (exceptions exist, \textit{e.g.} Mg,\(^21\) Y,\(^22\) Hf,\(^28\) PdAu\(^11,14,15,19,27\)) due to its ability to dissociate hydrogen gas efficiently at ambient conditions, and due to its reversible phase transformation from metal to metal.
hydride.\textsuperscript{10,29} In most other respects, however, Pd has significant shortcomings. For example, due to an energy barrier created by lattice strain during phase transformation, hysteresis between hydrogen absorption and desorption is observed\textsuperscript{30} and hampers sensor uncertainty and dynamic range. Specifically, the sensor uncertainty is adversely affected since the response will depend on sensor history, and readout may thus be ambiguous. For example it has been shown previously that hysteretic behavior in Pd nanoparticles introduces readout uncertainty as high as 45\% at ambient conditions.\textsuperscript{11} On the other hand, the sensor dynamic range is also limited for Pd since it features a large response only in a very narrow hydrogen pressure range \textit{i.e.} around the phase transformation in the mixed $\alpha + \beta$ phase region. To this end, the strategy of pre-straining the Pd lattice and thus lowering of the critical temperature \textit{via} alloying with other metals with different lattice constants (\textit{e.g.} Au, Ag, Ni) has been demonstrated to alleviate the limitations induced by hysteresis.\textsuperscript{11,14,15,18,19,31,32} For the particular case of the PdAu alloy system, hysteresis-free response is obtained by alloying to 25 \textit{at.}\% Au. This facilitates a significant reduction of the readout uncertainty to below 5\% throughout the 1–1000 mbar hydrogen pressure range.\textsuperscript{11}

A second critical aspect of Pd-based hydrogen sensors (as well as of other emerging materials used for optical hydrogen sensing, \textit{e.g.} Mg,\textsuperscript{21} Y\textsuperscript{22} or Hf\textsuperscript{28} for which a Pd capping layer needs to be applied) is the fact that hydrogen dissociation is effectively poisoned even by trace amounts of gases like carbon monoxide (CO), sulfuric compounds (\textit{e.g.} H$_2$S) and hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{7,8} In particular, CO is known to interfere with hydrogen sensors based on Pd,\textsuperscript{3,33} on which it chemisorbs \textit{via} its C atom and blocks hydrogen dissociation sites.\textsuperscript{34–36} The favorable chemisorption of CO on Pd surfaces, as compared to other carbonaceous species such as CO$_2$ and CH$_4$, is due to its spatial atomic arrangement that provides a binding configuration at relatively low energy.\textsuperscript{36,37} Deactivation by CO is thus problematic not only in applications where
the presence of CO is inevitable, such as during syngas production, but also at ambient conditions due to its natural occurrence of ca. 0.2 ppm in air, and at higher concentrations close to large point sources or in urban areas. Surprisingly, this explicit problem is only very rarely addressed in the large body of literature that reports on Pd-based hydrogen sensors. To this end, to the best of our knowledge, only a handful of works discuss and report significant sensor resistance towards CO poisoning; and all achieve this function by applying a protection layer (e.g. polymers, metal-organic frameworks) that acts as H₂-selective filter on the Pd sensor.

Here we present a different approach, which aims at rationally combining several beneficial intrinsic aspects of alloying Pd with multiple noble metals in order to eliminate hysteresis, increase sensor response time and create resistance to CO poisoning. Specifically, we set out to combine the CO-resistant properties of PdCu alloys with the superior hydrogen sensing properties of PdAu alloys by nanofabricating plasmonic PdAuCu ternary alloy nanoparticles with well-controlled composition. As we show, they feature unprecedented sensing metrics for a nanoplasmonic hydrogen sensor by combining the best attributes of the constituent binary alloy systems, i.e. a detection limit in the low ppm range, hysteresis-free response over 5 orders of magnitude hydrogen concentration, sub-second response time at room temperature and excellent long-term stability and resistance towards CO poisoning.

To fabricate our sensors, we used an approach of layer-by-layer deposition of tailored amounts of Cu, Au and Pd through a pre-fabricated hole-mask, followed by thermal annealing to produce square centimeter quasi-random arrays of disk-shaped alloy nanoparticles with the desired composition (Figure S1). For the first part of our study, to benchmark the amount of Cu needed to obtain the required CO-poisoning resistance, we fabricated PdCu alloy nanoparticle arrays with different compositions (Pd\textsubscript{100-x}Cu\textsubscript{x}, x = 0–30 at.%, in steps of 5 at.%), which keeps us...
below the threshold for fcc-bcc phase transitions\textsuperscript{49}), while keeping the nominal diameter and thickness constant at 190 nm and 25 nm, respectively. Employing Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy - Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (STEM-EDS), we confirmed the formation of homogeneous alloys (\textbf{Figure 1}a and S2), which is also corroborated by the optical properties of the nanoparticles\textsuperscript{15} (Figure S3). Furthermore, as we recently have demonstrated by combined plasmonic and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements,\textsuperscript{16} a linear correlation between the spectral shift of the LPSR peak, $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$, and the Pd atomic ratio, $H/Pd$, exists for the entire PdCu alloy compositions range considered here, throughout all the hydrogenation phases (Figures S5 and S6).\textsuperscript{16} Using this approach, we also find a linear decrease of $H/Pd$ at 250 mbar hydrogen partial pressure for increasing Cu content, in excellent agreement with the bulk system\textsuperscript{50} (Figure S7). These results thus validate the use of an optical parameter such as $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ as direct descriptor of the hydrogen concentration in PdCu alloy nanoparticles, as well as further corroborate homogeneous alloy formation.
Figure 1. (a) Left panel: STEM image of a single Pd$_{85}$Cu$_{15}$ nanodisk together with EDS elemental linescans along the corresponding red dashed-line. Right panel: Pd and Cu elemental maps of the nanodisk showing the homogeneity of the alloy throughout the entire particle. (b) PdCu alloy nanoparticle array optical isotherms in the 1–1000 mbar range. The right- and left-pointing arrows denote the hydrogen absorption and desorption branches, respectively. (c) $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response in the low 1–20 mbar mbar pressure range, plotted as function of square root of hydrogen pressure. A linear correlation between $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ and the square root of hydrogen pressure exists, in good agreement with Sievert’s law for a solid solution (dashed lines), and an up to 4 times reduced sensitivity for the PdCu alloy compared to neat Pd is observed as the Cu content
in the alloy is increased (inset). The arrow points to alloys with higher Cu concentration. Time-dependent $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response of (d) Pd and (e) Pd$_{95}$Cu$_{5}$ to three 10-min 4% $H_2$ pulses (grey shaded areas) followed by 9 pulses of 4% $H_2 + 0.5\%$ CO mixture (green shaded areas) measured at atmospheric pressure. $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response in CO background normalized to the one obtained in pure 4% $H_2$ for (f) Pd and (g) Pd$_{95}$Cu$_{5}$. The error bars denote the standard deviation from 10 cycles. The red shaded areas indicate the ±20% deviation limit from the normalized $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ in pure 4% $H_2$ according to the performance standard for hydrogen sensors. All sensing experiments were carried out at 30 °C.

We now turn to the analysis of the hydrogen sorption characteristics of the PdCu alloy nanoparticle system. Figure 1b shows the hydrogen absorption and desorption isotherms between 1–1000 mbar $H_2$ for different alloy compositions measured optically in transmission configuration (see Figure S8 for raw optical data) at 30 °C in a vacuum chamber. For pure Pd, the characteristic $\alpha$-phase region at low-hydrogen pressure where hydrogen is diluted at low concentration in a solid solution; the $\alpha + \beta$-phase-coexistence region (“plateau”) at the first-order phase transition to and from the hydride ($\beta$-phase) with wide hysteresis; and finally, the pure $\beta$-phase region at high-hydrogen pressure are observed. As the Cu content in the alloy increases, the plateau becomes narrower and shifts towards higher hydrogen pressure. Simultaneously, the hysteresis width reduces and hysteresis completely disappears for the case of Pd$_{70}$Cu$_{30}$.

Increasing the Cu content, however, also reduces the overall absolute value of $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ for a given hydrogen pressure, which translates to a reduced sensitivity of a sensor based on these systems.
Furthermore, also in the $\alpha$–phase region at low hydrogen pressure, H solubility is reduced for increasing Cu content (Figure 1c) in agreement with the bulk\textsuperscript{54,55} but in contrast to the PdAu alloy system where it is found to increase.\textsuperscript{11} This lower H-solubility in PdCu alloys stems from repulsive Cu-H pair interactions, as well as from the Pd host lattice contraction induced by addition of Cu due to its smaller atomic radius (\textit{i.e.} $\alpha_{Pd} = 3.89$ Å, $\alpha_{Cu} = 3.61$ Å).\textsuperscript{54} Consequently, for the hysteresis-free Pd$_{70}$Cu$_{30}$ system, the sensitivity in the $\alpha$–phase is reduced by a factor of 4 compared to pure Pd (\textit{i.e.} 0.34 nm/mbar$^{0.5}$ compared to 0.08 nm/mbar$^{0.5}$ – inset Figure 1c).

To examine the PdCu alloy sensor response in poisoning conditions, we compared pure Pd and Pd$_{95}$Cu$_{5}$ sensors in a high CO background of 0.5% in an atmospheric pressure gas flow system using synthetic air as the carrier gas to determine the minimum amount of Cu required to eliminate CO poisoning. Specifically, we performed these experiments by alternatively exposing the sensors to 10-min pulses of mixed 4% H$_2$ + 0.5% CO in synthetic air and pure synthetic air. As a control, the samples were initially also exposed to 10 cycles of 4% H$_2$ in synthetic air and pure synthetic air, respectively. Figure 1d and e summarizes the corresponding time-resolved $\Delta \lambda_{peak}$ response for the two considered sensors. Clearly, severe CO poisoning occurs for the pure Pd sample, as apparent from the drastically reduced total $\Delta \lambda_{peak}$ response.\textsuperscript{34,35} Remarkably, however, the Pd$_{95}$Cu$_{5}$ alloy sensor is only slightly affected by the CO background, demonstrating that adding as little as 5 at.% Cu to the alloy is sufficient to prevent CO poisoning and sensor deactivation (see also Figure S9 for results on Pd$_{70}$Cu$_{30}$ sensor). This is in line with surface science studies of PdCu alloys, which have shown that CO is less strongly bonded to the Pd atoms of the PdCu alloy than to those of neat Pd.\textsuperscript{43,56}
To further quantify this key observation, in Figure 1f and g we plot the $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response in CO background normalized to the one obtained in only H$_2$. It becomes clear that the Pd$_{95}$Cu$_5$ alloy sensor essentially preserves its response within ±20% reference signal, i.e. the set performance standard for a hydrogen sensor,$^5$ whereas the Pd sensor response is reduced to less than 5% of the original one.

Drawing some intermediate conclusions to assess the hydrogen sensing performance of the PdCu alloy nanoparticle system, it is clear that it indeed provides resistance towards CO poisoning already at a low Cu content of only 5 at.% and thus very likely also for sulfur species.$^{57,58}$ However, its main drawback is the significantly reduced sensitivity in the hysteresis free regime for which high Cu content is required, in particular in the low hydrogen pressure regime below the flammability limit of 40 mbar H$_2$ in air.

One of the central ideas with alloying different elements is to, ideally, be able to combine their respective desired properties in a single material. To this end, we have recently explored the use of PdAu alloy nanoparticles as plasmonic hydrogen sensors.$^{11,15,18}$ This alloy, in particular the champion system Pd$_{75}$Au$_{25}$, displayed superior sensing metrics compared to the pure Pd analogue in that it features hysteresis-free response, sub-second response time at room temperature and most importantly up to 8 times higher sensitivity than pure Pd in the sub-40 mbar hydrogen pressure regime (in contrast to the PdCu system studied above where the corresponding sensitivity is reduced by a factor 4). However, as literature reports and as we show below also for our specific system, PdAu alloys are not resistant to poisoning and deactivation.$^{34,35,59}$
As a consequence, to combine the best of two worlds in our next step, we nanofabricated the ternary Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ alloy to emulate our previous champion system Pd$_{75}$Au$_{25}$, while adding the smallest amount of Cu found above to be required to prevent CO poisoning. To characterize this ternary alloy, we again performed STEM-EDS analysis, which reveals homogeneous alloy formation (Figure 2a). As first sensing performance characterization step, we measured the hydrogen absorption and desorption isotherm at 30 °C for Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ together with Pd$_{70}$Cu$_{30}$ for comparison (Figure 2b). It is clear that the hysteresis-free response, as well as the high sensitivity in the low pressure regime, the characteristic of Pd$_{75}$Au$_{25}$ system, is preserved despite the addition of 5 at.% Cu. Moreover, Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ exhibits a consistently higher $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response (i.e. higher sensitivity) than Pd$_{70}$Cu$_{30}$ throughout the entire investigated hydrogen pressure range (Figure 2c). In particular for the sub-40 mbar regime, the sensitivity of the ternary alloy is nearly an order of magnitude higher.
Figure 2. (a) Top-left: STEM image of a single Pd\textsubscript{70}Au\textsubscript{25}Cu\textsubscript{5} nanodisk together with EDS elemental line-scans along the corresponding red dashed-line. Top-right: EDS elemental maps of the nanodisk corroborating the homogeneous nature of the alloy. Bottom: Table containing the elemental composition of the Pd\textsubscript{70}Au\textsubscript{25}Cu\textsubscript{5} alloy nanoparticle, as derived from the EDS analysis. The obtained numbers agree well with the nominal composition within the accuracy of the analysis. (b) Optical absorption and desorption isotherms for the ternary Pd\textsubscript{70}Au\textsubscript{25}Cu\textsubscript{5} system plotted together with the binary Pd\textsubscript{70}Cu\textsubscript{30} system for comparison. Both feature completely hysteresis-free response but the absolute $\Delta\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ (i.e. the sensitivity) is significantly higher for the ternary alloy, in particular in the sub-40 mbar pressure range. The up- and downward arrows denote the hydrogen absorption and desorption branches, respectively. (c) Sensitivity enhancement for the ternary system compared to the binary one plotted over 4 orders of hydrogen pressure and expressed as $[\Delta\lambda_{\text{peak \, ternary alloy}}/\Delta\lambda_{\text{peak \, binary alloy}}]$. 
The temporal response of the ternary Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ alloy system during hydrogen sorption to and from 40 mbar at 30 °C, together with the corresponding data for the pure Pd system, are plotted in Figure 3. Clearly, for both absorption and desorption, the ternary alloy is faster than the Pd benchmark by an order of magnitude. In fact, the measured response time of 0.4 s at 40 mbar is amongst the fastest optical hydrogen sensors ever reported at these conditions.$^{11,19,60–62}$ The origin of this accelerating effect in PdAu alloys has recently been uncovered and is due to the reduction of the apparent activation energy for the hydrogen sorption at the surface upon alloying with Au.$^{19,63}$ In our particular case, we empirically find that the addition of 5 at.% Cu does not notably influence this effect and thus the fast kinetics are preserved.

Figure 3. (a) Absorption and (b) desorption kinetics of a Pd$_{75}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ sensor measured in a vacuum chamber by exposing the sample to/from 40 mbar H$_2$ pressure pulses plotted together with corresponding data for a neat Pd reference. A record response time of 0.4 s is achieved for the ternary Pd$_{75}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ alloy. The dashed lines mark the 90% and 10% level of the maximum response, respectively. The red-shaded areas denote 40 mbar H$_2$ pulses. All experiments were carried out at 30 °C.
To determine the absolute limit of detection (LoD) of the ternary alloy sensor we first measured the $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response in vacuum/pure H$_2$ at a 1 Hz sampling frequency to be able to resolve the target of 1 s response time$^{64}$ for a series of hydrogen pulses in the pressure range from 1 mbar and below (Figure 4a). This analysis reveals a remarkable sensitivity of the ternary alloy, as a $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response is clearly resolved even at the lowest hydrogen concentration of 10 µbar attainable in our setup in a controlled way, hinting at an even lower LoD. In fact, by defining the LoD as $3\sigma$, where $\sigma$ denotes the noise of the acquired signal (i.e. 0.01 nm,$^{19,65}$ cf. inset in Figure 4a and also Figure S10), we can extrapolate a detection limit in the range of 1–5 µbar (Figure 4b). To further assess the sensitivity of the sensor in more realistic conditions, we also conducted similar experiments in Ar and synthetic air carrier gas at atmospheric pressure. In Ar, down to the lowest H$_2$ concentration attainable in our setup, i.e. 10 ppm, a $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response similar to what we measured in vacuum is observed (Figure S11). This translates to a detection limit of about 5 ppm. In synthetic air, however, the sensor exhibits smaller $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response for a given H$_2$ concentration (Figure S12) due to the competing processes of the hydrogen oxidation reaction and O blocking the adsorption sites.$^{66}$ This results in an extrapolated detection limit in the range of 40–50 ppm. The attained sensitivity in both Ar and air is remarkable as it (i) puts our sensor amongst the most sensitive hydrogen sensors measured in the respective carrier gas,$^{17,67–69}$ and (ii) because there is significant further improvement potential by engineering sensitivity, following our design rule of red-shifting the LSPR by tailoring particle geometry.$^{16}$
Figure 4. (a) $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response for a series of hydrogen pulses in the pressure range from 1 mbar down to 10 µbar for Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_{5}$, measured in a vacuum chamber. Note the clear response even at 10 µbar (the lowest pressure attainable in our setup in a controlled way), shown in the inset. The integration time for the data was 1 Hz and the typical noise is $\sigma = 0.01$ nm. (b) $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response of the Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_{5}$ sensor measured in vacuum/pure H$_2$ (circles), Ar carrier gas (squares) and synthetic air carrier gas (diamonds) as function of the H$_2$ pressure for the former and H$_2$ concentration in ppm for the latter two. By defining the limit of detection (LoD) as $3\sigma = 0.03$ nm, marked by the dashed line, we can extrapolate the LoD to the range between 1–5 ppm and 40–50 ppm for the ternary alloy sensor in Ar and synthetic air, respectively. All experiments were carried out at 30 °C.

To assess the resistance of the ternary Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_{5}$ alloy towards CO poisoning, we employed the same experimental protocol as used above for the binary system using synthetic air as the
carrier gas. In addition, we also investigated the impact of CO₂ and CH₄ on the system. For the Pd₇₅Au₂₅ binary control, severe sensor poisoning occurs in CO background as expected³⁴ (Figure 5a), and the signal amplitude degrades to about 35% of the reference signal in the absence of CO after 10 cycles (Figure 5c). However, for the ternary Pd₇₀Au₂₅Cu₅ alloy, no sensor poisoning occurs (Figure 5b) and the maximum Δλₚₑᵃᵏ signal amplitude at 4% H₂ in synthetic air carrier gas is maintained also in 0.5% CO background and lies well within the ±20% deviation limit performance standard for hydrogen sensors (Figure 5d).⁵¹ This is further corroborated by an extended test of over 50 hydrogen cycles in constant synthetic air + 0.5% CO background, for which no sensor degradation or deactivation occurs (Figure 5e). To this end, we note that the resistance towards CO also persists for exposure to lower hydrogen concentrations (i.e. 1% and 0.1%, see Figures S13 and S14, respectively), however with decelerating response time, which is proportional to the CO/H₂ abundance and thus hints at reaction between H₂ and CO to form hydrocarbons even at the present mild conditions. Finally, we also tested the influence of CO₂ and CH₄ on sensor performance and found that neither 2% CO₂ nor 0.5% CH₄ in the gas feed affect the ternary alloy system (Figure S15).
Figure 5. Time-resolved $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response of (a) binary alloy Pd$_{75}$Au$_{25}$ control and (b) the ternary alloy Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ to three 4% H$_2$ pulses (grey shaded areas) followed by 9 pulses of 4% H$_2$ + 0.5% CO (green shaded areas), both in synthetic air carrier gas. $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response in CO background normalized to the one obtained in pure 4% H$_2$ for (c) Pd$_{75}$Au$_{25}$ and (d) Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$. The error bars denote the standard deviation from 10 cycles. The red shaded areas indicate the ±20% deviation limit from the normalized $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ in pure 4% H$_2$ according to the performance standard for hydrogen sensors.$^{51}$ (e) Time-resolved $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ response of Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ ternary alloy sensor to 50 cycles of 4% H$_2$ in a constant 0.5% CO background in synthetic air. The sensor exhibit excellent CO-resistant throughout the measurement as indicated by constant $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ signal amplitude (circles). The dashed line and red shaded area mark the mean and standard deviation of the $\Delta \lambda_{\text{peak}}$ signal amplitude from the corresponding 50 cycles, respectively. (f) Response and recovery times of Pd$_{70}$Au$_{25}$Cu$_5$ alloy at different conditions, which show maintained 0.4 s and 5 s response and recovery time, respectively, throughout the entire 7-week period, as well as after exposure to severe CO poisoning conditions. All experiments were carried out at 30 °C.
As the final assessment, we investigated the long-term stability of our ternary system. This is motivated by the lifetime requirement of practical hydrogen sensors, and due to the fact that alloyant segregation to the surface occurs in alloys,\textsuperscript{70} which, specifically for our case, may influence the hydrogen sorption kinetics and thermodynamics.\textsuperscript{25,26,71} To do so, we casually placed the Pd\textsubscript{70}Au\textsubscript{25}Cu\textsubscript{5} alloy sample on a lab bench over a 7-week period and continuously characterized its surface composition by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), as well as repeatedly measured its key hydrogen sensing metrics. XPS analysis reveals that the alloy exhibits remarkably constant surface composition over time, \textit{i.e.} no further segregation occurs after fabrication (Figure S16). This is in line with the reported low segregation energy of Cu.\textsuperscript{72,73} Furthermore, no sign of Cu oxide formation is found in XPS due the complete absence of a characteristic CuO peak at 940 eV (Figure S17). This excellent surface stability is also reflected in the unchanged thermodynamic and kinetic response of the alloy to hydrogen over time (Figure S18). Specifically, the response and recovery times of around 0.4 s and 5 s, respectively, remain unchanged even after 7 weeks and even after exposure to CO poisoning environment (\textbf{Figures 5f} and S19).

Having above rigorously assessed the ternary alloy sensor performance, it is important to put the obtained sensing metrics in a wider perspective. To this end, given the diverse application areas of hydrogen sensors, key stakeholders have formulated explicit guidelines and performance targets for hydrogen sensors, with different requirements depending on the application.\textsuperscript{64,74} The most stringent requirements to date have been set for hydrogen sensors to be used in safety systems and they were formulated by the U.S. Department of Energy, DoE (\textbf{Table 1}). For example, in such an
application the sensor must respond within one second when exposed to 4 vol. % H₂, the lower flammability limit of a hydrogen-air mixture. In Table 1, we summarize the key sensing parameters of our sensor based on the Pd₇₀Au₂₅Cu₅ material together with the other CO-resistant sensors reported in the literature. We find that our system exhibits superior performance and meets the set DoE targets. Furthermore, expanding the performance comparison of our Pd₇₀Au₂₅Cu₅ solution to hydrogen sensors in general reported in the literature (i.e. including also sensors for which CO-resistance has not been explicitly assessed), places it amongst the best sensors with respect to response time and LoD, even when including the family of technically more mature electrical sensors (Table S2).

Table 1. Technical performance requirements for hydrogen sensors for safety systems and sensing metrics of CO-resistant hydrogen sensors from the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Safety Systems Requirements</th>
<th>Pd NP/graphene @ PMMA</th>
<th>Pd NP&lt;a&gt; @ PMMA</th>
<th>Pd film @ HKUST-1</th>
<th>PdAu @ PTFE @ PMMA</th>
<th>PdAuCu NP&lt;a&gt; (this work)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Range</td>
<td>0.1 - 10%</td>
<td>0.025 - 2%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Up to 100%</td>
<td>1 ppm – 100%</td>
<td>5 ppm – 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Limit</td>
<td>1000 ppm</td>
<td>250 ppm</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>1 ppm</td>
<td>5 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature</td>
<td>-30 – 80 °C</td>
<td>RT&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>RT&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>100 °C&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30 °C&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30 °C&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>&lt; 1 s</td>
<td>108 s&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>11 s&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>170 s&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.3 s&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.4 s&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Recovery Time</td>
<td>&lt; 60 s</td>
<td>330 s&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4 s&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>&lt; 5%</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Hysteresis</td>
<td>Hysteresis-free</td>
<td>Hysteresis-free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.a. = not addressed. <sup>a</sup>NP = nanoparticles. <sup>b</sup>Temperature at response/recovery time measurements. RT = room temperature. <sup>c</sup>Response to/from 2% H<sub>2</sub>. <sup>d</sup>Response to/from 4% H<sub>2</sub>.

In summary, we have shown that already a Cu content as low as 5 at.% in binary PdCu alloy nanoparticles provides a very high resistance towards CO poisoning and effectively prevents deactivation in CO background in synthetic air, a condition which immediately deactivates the neat Pd control, when used as optical hydrogen sensors. Furthermore, hysteresis in the optical response to applied hydrogen partial pressure can be engineered and completely eliminated at a 30 at.% Cu content in the alloy. However, this comes at the price of a decreased overall sensitivity of the PdCu alloy sensors due to the linearly decreasing amount of hydrogen absorbed at a given hydrogen partial pressure for increasing Cu content in the alloy, and the concurrently reduced absolute sensor response. To ameliorate this limiting factor, we demonstrated that combining a multitude of beneficial effects characteristic to alloying Pd with the coinage metals Cu and Au in their respective binary alloys in a combined ternary system, enables the rational design of nanoplasmonic hydrogen sensors with unprecedented sensing metrics. Specifically, by exploiting synergistic effects between the CO-poisoning resistant PdCu alloy system, and the highly hydrogen sensitive PdAu alloy system, we introduced a Pd<sub>70</sub>Au<sub>25</sub>Cu<sub>5</sub> ternary alloy plasmonic hydrogen sensor which displays: (i) detection limit in the ppm range, (ii) hysteresis-free response over 5 orders of magnitude hydrogen pressure, (iii) sub-second response time at room temperature, (iv) CO, CO<sub>2</sub> and CH<sub>4</sub> poisoning resistance in synthetic air and (v) excellent...
stability over time, altogether meeting or even exceeding the corresponding strict hydrogen sensor performance targets 64,75,76. Notably, these metrics are achieved without applying any protective coatings, such as polymers or metal organic frameworks 19,40–42,77,78 and it is very likely that our approach facilitates a similarly high resistance to deactivation by sulfuric species, based on the related literature 57,58.

In a wider perspective, our work opens the door to next-generation plasmonic hydrogen gas sensors based on rational materials design centered on the idea of combining beneficial traits of binary alloys in more complex material systems, to enable the optimization of deactivation resistance, response time, selectivity and limit of detection and thus meet the ever increasing demand for advanced sensor technologies. Furthermore, we predict that the developed binary and ternary alloy nanoparticles will find application in other areas of nanoplasmonics where the alloying concept provides an alternative handle to tailor optical properties, 15,79,80 and in heterogeneous catalysis where the developed structures may serve as model systems for systematic investigations of alloying impact on catalyst activity and selectivity.

**Methods**

*Sample Fabrication.* PdCu alloy nanodisk arrays were fabricated using layer-by-layer deposition through a hole-mask 48 onto 1×1 cm glass substrates (Borofloat, Schott Scandinavia AB), on TEM windows (for EDS elemental mapping), on oxidized silicon wafer substrates (for SEM.
imaging), and on QCM crystals (Laptech, SC-cut, 10 MHz fundamental frequency). Deposition was followed by annealing at 500 °C for 24 h under flow of 4% H₂ in Ar.¹⁵ A more detailed description of the nanofabrication procedure can be found in our earlier work.¹⁵ For the QCM crystals, prior to the fabrication of the alloy nanoparticles, a 1 nm Cr adhesion layer and 100 nm SiO₂ were deposited using a Lesker 225 e-beam PVD system (rate 1 Å/s, base pressure 5×10⁻⁷ Torr) and an STS PECVD system, respectively. This is necessary to avoid coupling between LSPR in the nanoparticles and the Au electrode of the QCM crystal via image charge effects. It is also worth noting that for the QCM sensor, annealing was done at 400 °C for 72 h (lower temperature and longer time than in the standard method however yielding the same result) to avoid α-β phase transformation in quartz at 450 °C that leads to cracking.

_Nanoparticle and Alloy Characterization._ Several different characterization techniques were used, namely scanning electron microscopy (SEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). All SEM images were obtained in a Zeiss Supra 60 VP with secondary electron detector, working distance 4 mm, and electron beam acceleration voltage of 10–15 kV. STEM – EDS measurements were taken using an FEI Titan TEM instrument operated at 300 kV acceleration voltage. The electron probe diameter and convergence semi-angle were approximately 0.15 nm and 17.5 mrad, respectively. HAADF STEM images were recorded with a collection semi-angle of approximately 47 mrad. EDS maps were obtained with a pixel size of ~5 nm and acquisition time of 1 s per pixel. The EDS maps were analyzed in Aztec 3.3 (Oxford Instruments). XPS measurements were carried out with a PerkinElmer PHI 5000C ESCA system. The scanning resolution is 0.125 eV. The C peak was set to 384.5 eV and used as reference. The atomic
composition was calculated using the MultiPak 6.0 software, which employs a Shirley-type background correction.

**Hydrogenation Isotherm, Kinetics and Sensitivity Measurements.** The binary PdCu and ternary PdAuCu alloy isotherm, kinetics and sensitivity measurements in pure H\textsubscript{2} were performed in a custom-made vacuum chamber setup with optical windows reported earlier.\textsuperscript{11,15} The absolute hydrogen pressure in the chamber was monitored using two capacitive pressure gauges with different range (MKS Baratron). Optical transmittance through the sample was enabled by UHV-compatible sapphire windows mounted on the vacuum chamber, and by using a fiber-coupled, unpolarized white light source (Avantes AvaLight-Hal) and a fixed grating fiber coupled spectrophotometer (Avantes SensLine AvaSpec-2048XL). The pressure inside the chamber was controlled using a microbar-precision leak valve. The temperature was controlled with a heating coil wrapped around the chamber and a temperature controller (Eurotherm 3216N) in a feedback loop manner, where the sample surface temperature inside the vacuum chamber was continuously used as input. We performed all of our experiments at constant 30 °C. The kinetics measurements were performed at 6 Hz frequency (0.165 ms integration time with 10 averages). The isotherm and sensitivity measurements were performed at 1 Hz sampling frequency (0.165 ms integration time with 1000 averages). It is important to note that the apparent sampling frequency obtained by the setup is slower than the theoretical one (i.e. integration time × averaging number) due to the delay in the computing system when acquiring, processing, analyzing and plotting the data in real time. The LSPR peak descriptors were obtained by fitting a Lorentzian to the wavelength range.
at at ±60 nm around the LSPR peak in the measured optical extinction spectra, which gives good fit ($R^2 > 0.96$) despite the asymmetry in the broad LSPR peak (Figure S10).^{19}

**Deactivation Tests and Sensitivity Measurements in Ar and Synthetic Air.** The deactivation and sensitivity measurements in Ar and synthetic air measurements were carried out in quartz tube flow reactor at atmospheric pressure with optical access for transmittance measurements (X1, Insplorion AB), using synthetic air as the carrier gas.\(^8\) The gas flow rate (kept constant at 100 mL/min, 500 mL/min and 325 mL/min for deactivation and sensitivity measurements in Ar and synthetic air, respectively) and gas composition were controlled by mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst $\Delta P$). The sample inside the flow reactor was illuminated by white light (AvaLight-Hal, Avantes) through an optical fiber equipped with a collimating lens. The transmitted light was then analyzed using a fiber-coupled fixed-grating spectrometer (AvaSpec-1024, Avantes or SensLine AvaSpec-2048XL, Avantes, for sensitivity measurements). The measurement temperature was kept at 30 °C.

**Simultaneous QCM and LSPR Measurements:** The QCM window-module (QSense Explorer Microscopy, Biolin Scientific Corporation) was connected to a series of mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst $\Delta P$) to regulate the $H_2$ partial pressure in Ar carrier gas at a constant total flow rate of 30 mL/min. A bifurcated fiber optic reflectance probe (FCR-7UV400C-2-ME-HTX, Avantes) positioned above the window was connected to a light source (AvaLight-Hal-S, Avantes) and a fixed-grating spectrophotometer (AvaSpec HS-TEC, Avantes). Data collection for QCM and LSPR measurements was executed by
QTools® (Biolin Scientific AB) and Insplorer® (Insplorion AB) softwares, respectively. The absorbed hydrogen content in the nanoparticles was calculated from the quartz crystal resonance frequency shift via the Sauerbrey equation and analysis of the nanoparticle surface coverage based on SEM images of the crystal, as described in detail in the Supplementary Information. All of the measurement were carried out at 30 °C.
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